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Rear-facing camera: Cell phone cinematography in Midnight Traveler (Hassan Fazili, 2019) 

Miche Dreiling 

 

“The camera is an instrument that teaches people how to see without a camera,”  

-Dorothea Lange1

 

This article explores the aesthetic potentiality of handheld documentary cinematic 

techniques, including use of the smartphone camera, in a transnational context. Approaching the 

topic from a transnational perspective supported by functional cinematographic analysis, I explore 

one case of documentary cinema: Midnight Traveler.2, 3 As cell phone camera quality has increased 

and the diffusion of capable devices has widened, cell phone footage has increasingly been 

incorporated into modern storytelling.4 The caveat is that cell phones are largely considered low-

tech and amateurish as filmmaking tools in Hollywood-influenced industry contexts. Despite this 

standard, films like Tangerine (2015), Unsane (2018), and Searching for Sugar Man (2012) have 

been held up as credible examples of cell phone-shot movies.5 I find three salient functions of cell 

phone camera movement in the cinematography of Midnight Traveler: focalization, reflexivity, 

and orientation. These functions create intimacy between the audience and subject-

cinematographers, spatially orient the viewer, and encourage empathy which can have implications 

for social change. The cell phone becomes a companion and lifeline to the subjects; its 

camera/operator intimately guides the viewer’s gaze as it captures their journey. 

Midnight Traveler tells a story of the Fazili family: Hassan, Fatima (Hossaini), Nargis, and 

Zahra. Hassan and Fatima are both filmmakers and married, and after the threat to Hassan’s life 

for exposing Taliban leaders in his documentary work, they flee their home in Afghanistan with 
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their two young daughters, seeking refuge in neighbouring Tajikistan. The story begins when their 

paperwork is rejected by Tajikistan authorities, and they are forced to travel in search of safety. 

The family are cinematographers of their own journey, with all family members holding a phone 

camera at various points throughout the film. 

The case of Midnight Traveler provides an interesting and uniquely global contextual lens 

through which to view its cinematographic functions, since its production was influenced by a 

variety of cultures and countries of origin – including the U.S., Qatar, United Kingdom, and 

Canada -- and was filmed in Afghanistan, Hungary, Turkey, Bulgaria, Serbia, and Iran. Though 

the film was released in 2019, from a Hollywood-influenced western perspective the 

cinematographic technology used is commonly considered outdated and/or amateur compared to 

typical filmmaking equipment (i.e. a high-definition digital cinema camera, various lenses, stand-

apart microphone(s), stabilizers, etc.). Despite utilising equipment not conventionally considered 

at the fore of modern filmmaking (handheld cell phone cameras), this film has resonated with 

viewers - winning awards and enjoying a measure of critical success.6 

In this featurette, I highlight the imperialist and class-based patriarchal implications of the 

stigma around films shot on cell phones, to “rethink what it is to bear witness to brutality in the 

age of fundamentally camera-mediated mass self-publication.”7 Through handheld 

cinematographic movement, the Fazili family tell their story from their perspective. This point of 

view visually captures their progressive ethos and builds empathy – a critical component for social 

change. This aesthetic, similar to a feminist documentary approach, is characterised by “biography, 

simplicity, [and] trust.” 8 The crux of the political aim here is liberation – filmmaking provides a 

window into the lives of those seeking freedom from hierarchically-imposed restrictions. Midnight 

Traveler, like the feminist political documentaries described by Julia Lesage, is made using simple 
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and unimposing equipment, relying on trust between filmmaker and those filmed, and focusing on 

the lived experiences of human beings. These characteristics generally result in films which have 

great potential to build empathy for and further the political aims of the filmmakers.9 

Cell phone-shot films are a prime example of technological democratisation resulting in 

greater access and more varied representation of perspectives. Media scholars have long theorised 

the tension between high and low culture that accompanies technological democratisation.10 When 

a technology becomes accessible to more people, its products cease to indicate high cultural value. 

Consider for example the cultural weight of auteur cinema, literature, and fine art compared to 

documentary filmmaking, citizen journalism, and folk art, and the divide based on class and access 

is apparent. When considering intersections of class with nationality and gender, Chandra 

Mohanty’s multi-generational work uses feminist and anti-colonial discourses to identify the 

capitalist roots of the cultural devaluation of accessible technology.11 There is much more to say 

about strengthening connections between transnational feminist anti-capitalist aims but for our 

purposes here, it is sufficient to say that they are contextually relevant to the analysis of Midnight 

Traveler.12  

Beginning in 1996, the Taliban “decreed that moving pictures were heretical and had to be 

destroyed.”13 The existential threat to nationally produced Afghan cinema is central to the context 

of Midnight Traveler’s production.14 The film industry and creative cinema of Afghanistan are 

therefore precious during this twenty-first century rebuilding period, and since Hassan and Fatima 

are both Afghani filmmakers and owners of Kabul’s Art Cafe and Restaurant (a progressive 

cultural venue raided by police in 2014), they must know this on a more intimate and personal 

level than most.15 Though the focus of the film is familial, the Fazilis’ social position as cultural 

influencers is important for understanding how the urgency of their departure displayed in the film 
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could be indicative of threats posed to publicly and politically progressive artists, thinkers, and 

media creators, even in post-Taliban-controlled Afghanistan. 

 

Functions of movement 

Cultural media scholar Jakob Isak Nielsen enumerates the functions of camera movement 

as orientation, pacing, inflection, reflexive, abstract, and focalization.16 This framework for 

understanding the functions of camera movement, though theorised in reference to narrative 

cinema, provides a succinct and useful lens for this analysis of documentary cinema. Nielsen 

defines focalization as “associating the movement of the camera with the viewpoints of characters 

or entities in the story world.”17 This is a primary function of camera movement in Midnight 

Traveler. The camera moves in much the same way as it would in a home movie, or according to 

our own sense of sight – it goes where the action is. Throughout the film, the viewer begins to 

differentiate between the camera operators. At first this is based deductively on who is not pictured 

in the frame; later, we get to know the way each family member moves the camera based on the 

rapidness with which the camera pans, the length of the shots, and the direction from which it is 

moving. The difference between the measured, comparatively steady hands and eyes of the parents 

and the rapid, jerking, excited hands of the daughters is most evident. The effect of this focalization 

is that the viewpoints of the characters – and by extension, their characterisations in the film – 

become distinct. To the viewer, this cultivates a deep sense of familiarity with the characters. This 

is deeper than the familiarity engendered by a typical film because rather than getting to know a 

person by watching them move on screen, we are being moved by the person – our very gaze 

directed by them, as if we are seeing the world through their eyes. 
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Reflexivity refers to the direction of focus back onto the subject. The reflexive function of 

camera movement encourages viewers to engage with the camera itself. This is first done 

explicitly, with Hassan showing his older daughter Nargis “our film camera” – an Android phone.  

 

Figure 1: The camera itself is exposed as a reflexive subject for the first time. 

A shot follows her excitement to the mirror and shows the phone for the first time as it is filming 

from Hassan’s hand. After this expository segment of the film, the reflexive function of camera 

movement is less obvious, but the phone of which it is part itself features heavily. For the most 

part, the family is on an off-road, on foot journey: the phone is shown being used not only as a 

recording device, but as a map, compass, GPS, and sometimes a mirror for plucking eyebrows, a 

music player, television and entertainment device for the kids. These functions illuminate the 

phone as a companion and lifeline rather than simply a device for capturing footage. This makes 

the process of capturing footage more personal than it would be with, say, an intrusive high-

definition camera and gear setup. The reflexive nature of the camera is also highlighted in several 

moments when an individual asks not to be filmed, usually during a particularly dangerous or 
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emotional part of the journey. The voyeuristic nature of cinema is immediately palpable. The 

viewer is seeing another human being that does not want to be seen in that moment, yet the viewer 

is not in control of the device; thus, awareness of the device is heightened in that moment of 

discomfort, challenging the basic assumptions of capitalistic filmmaking.18  

Another paradigmatic example of the reflexive nature of camera movement is in an absence 

of first-hand footage in conjunction with narrative audio that was recorded post facto. In this scene 

at 1:12:57, we see footage from a generic perspective without human subjects that helps the viewer 

visualise abstract ideas and concepts while Hassan narrates an experience for which they have no 

footage: the night their youngest daughter Zahra went missing. Hassan recounts how, as he is 

searching the woods frantically for his daughter, the thought pops into his mind, “what a scene 

you’re in,” both referring to the film they are collaboratively making and also how the experiences 

they are having will eventually become scenes in the film. 

Figure 2: Footage without subjects helps us visualise the experience that Hassan is describing. 
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Figure 3: In the absence of footage from the experience we are keenly aware of the lack of camera/sight. 

 

He recounts thinking that maybe he should turn on the camera while he looked for Zahra, but a 

visualisation of him finding his daughter in distress and his wife seeing him filming that moment 

brought him to tears. “I hated myself so much. I hated cinema. I couldn’t do it,” he said. Through 

this reflection, the viewer is forced to consider the Fazilis’ experience as cinematographers of their 

own experience: a meta-reflexive endeavour encouraging empathy in the viewer and deepening 

the connection between audience and subject.  

The last major function of camera movement within Midnight Traveler concerns the spatial 

orientation of the viewer. As a film about a journey, it makes sense that orientation would be 

crucial. There are moments when the camera moves to show the map and to capture conversations 

about navigating upcoming terrain. These movements function to orient the viewer geographically 

and topographically. Beyond these overt moments, there are also subtle ways in which the camera 

moves and is moved that orient the viewer. For example, there are multiple scenes when the family 
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is in a car. Sometimes these scenes are shot during the day, sometimes night, when the darkness 

seems to make the very real danger they are facing yet more ominous. More than that, during the 

car scenes, the camera moves with the bumps in the road. The camera movement coincides with 

the audio of the various older cars’ metal clanging as they hit potholes, giving the viewer a sense 

of being in the car, looking out the window, sharing the journey of the Fazilis. 

 

Meaning-making 

The resulting meanings that are constructed by the functions and effects of camera 

movement described above can be elucidated through contextualisation within the story being 

documented. Camera movement in Midnight Traveler functions to focalize Hassan, Fatima, 

Nargis, and Zahra Fazili through familial connection and intimate collaboration, resulting in a deep 

connection between the viewer and subjects. I would expand “subjects” to include the camera 

itself; the reflexivity created through calling attention to the camera as an entity serves to establish 

it as a non-human actor and companion, a position not without theoretical precedent in media 

studies.19 Midnight Traveler represents international conflict alongside interpersonal and familial 

tension and care. Through their cinematography, the Fazili family capture not only their 

progressive ideals explicitly on camera, but the implicit results of holding such ideals publicly. In 

a globalized context in which their national film industry and legacy had been recently threatened 

by extremists, these filmmakers took action that kept their family safe and produced a film that 

mattered in telling their story, quite literally, from their point of view. Empathy is often advocated 

as foundational to democracy and social change, and for good reason. Midnight Traveler is one 

case that shows through cinematographic techniques and reflexive filmmaking, empathy can 

naturally follow. 
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